
Achievement Courses 
 
In keeping with the father/guardian and son Troops of Saint George mission, as a father /guardian completes the 
Achievement Course requirements alongside his son, the youth cadet will receive a Silver Achievement Course Star 
patch with a Gold border for every 4 Achievement Courses completed together to signify to all their partnership. To 
secure this special award, the father / guardian must participate in ALL four Achievement Courses completed for each 
star achieved. 
 
1 Star Cadet = 4 Achievement courses 
2 Star Cadet = 8 Achievement courses 
3 Star Cadet = 12 Achievement courses 
4 Star Cadet = 16 Achievement courses 
 

Achievement Courses List 
 
Mandatory (for Tribune) 
 
Apologetics - To demonstrate how to defend your 
Catholic Faith in charity and love while drawing others 
closer to Christ. 
 

Camping - To demonstrate the ability to camp safely and 
effectively. 
 

Financial Stewardship - To develop a basic understanding 
of financial responsibility and how it can be used to 
further the Kingdom of God. 
 

First Aid-CPR - To demonstrate how to care for the 
spiritual and physical needs of people you may be able to 
serve in a similar way to Saint Camillus. 
 

Knots - To demonstrate a proficient skill level in knot 
tying. 
 

Latin - To learn the basic level of spoken and sung Latin 
with proficiency. 
 

Patriotism - To understand the virtues of patriotism and 
piety as Catholic gentlemen. 
 

Strength - To demonstrate an above average level of 
physical fitness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elective 
 
Altar Service - To learn how to serve the Rite of Mass 
used at your home parish. 
 

Canoeing - To demonstrate proper skills and knowledge of 
canoes. 
 

Ecology - To understand God’s creation more deeply and 
serve to protect it. 
 

Firemanship - To execute proper fire-starting techniques 
and proper fire handling protocol. 
 

Fishing - To demonstrate proper fishing techniques and 
survival skills with fishing. 
 

Handiwork - To demonstrate the use of basic tools 
needed to accomplish tasks, repairs, and building objects. 
 

Hunting - To demonstrate a proficient skill level in gun, 
slingshot, bow or trapping forms of hunting wild game. 
 

Leather Workmanship - To learn the basic art of leather 
crafting and demonstrate that knowledge through leather 
projects. 
 

Life and Dignity of the Human Person - To mobilize 
families and friends from your area to support the culture 
of life through prayer and community outreach 
 

Machinery - To develop a deeper knowledge for a variety 
of machines. 
 

Orienteering - To demonstrate a proficient skill level with 
a compass and map used in orienteering. 
 

Public Speaking - To demonstrate public speaking skills 
confidently. 
 

Scholarship - To demonstrate competency in scholarly 
writing and research 


